Transform Your Library Catalog with Syndetics Unbound

Help researchers find what they're looking for, even if they didn't know it existed.

Make over your library catalog and pave your users’ path to research breakthroughs. Academic libraries around the world are embracing the industry's best catalog enrichment solution to improve discovery and help students and faculty expand their research horizons.

Syndetics.com
Contact us at Syndetics.Unbound@proquest.com
Create the Discovery Experience
Researchers Expect

Today’s students and faculty expect immediate access to a wealth of information for their academic research. Syndetics Unbound creates a fast, fluid search experience that exposes content researchers might not have otherwise found.

Change the look and feel of your online catalog with interactive elements that direct users to the materials they need. They’ll have access to:

- **Information about each title** – excerpts, cover images, summaries, book profiles, awards, and the ability to “look inside”
- **Recommendations** – “you may also like,” “also available as,” “browse shelf” and tags
- **Details about the author** – biographies and more
- **Reviews** – written by professionals and readers

Reliable Content Vetted by the Pros

There’s no need to worry about accuracy with Syndetics Unbound. Our metadata is powered by Bowker®, the exclusive ISBN agency in the United States and Australia – and the world’s leading authority for bibliographic and publisher information. We’ve also partnered with LibraryThing for high-quality, professionally-vetted social and recommendations data.